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Refrigerant Recovery Machine #CR500

CPS®

Compute-A-Charge® Refrigerant Scale
#CC220

R410A Mini Split Gauge Adaptor #AD87

R410A 1/4” Valve Core Remover Tool #TLVC

R22 - R410A Refrigerant Manifold Set with Hoses #MBHP5A

Refrigerant Leak Detector #LS780B

Assorted Contactors & Capacitors

MARS

A/C Whip
#634 – 3/4” x 6’, #8 Wire
#612 – 1/2” x 6’, #10 Wire

Disconnect Switch
60 Amp Non-Fused #83315
Fused #83317
30 Amp Fused #83316

2 Wire Hard Start Kits 4-120 BTU #32708

Head Pressure Control #0102054

Low Ambient Control #ICM326HC

DIVERSITECH

CO2 Cartridge #GCC12

Valve Core Remover/Installer #13145

Ultralite Condenser Pads
16x36, 30x30, 32x32, 36x36 – by Diversitech

2 Wire Hard Start Kit 18M-120M BTU, 1.5-10 hpr #SPP7S

PVC Condenser Drain Cleaner Gun #GG1